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IV

Appellee/Petitioner below, Ruby Potter, pursuant to Md. Rules 8-501, et seq.,
submits this Brief of Appellee in response to the Brief of Appellant, filed by Denise
Potter/Defendant below.

QUESTION PRESENTED

Can a valid limited liability company membership agreement that includes

provisions providing for the transfer of each member's interests upon his or her death and
that was agreed to and signed by all members of the company pass a membership interest
upon the death of a member to another individual outside ofthe supervision ofthe probate
court?

STATEMENT OF FACTS

James R. Potter ("Mr. Potter") owned eight shares of membership interest in TR
Steak Pasadena,LLC(the "Restaurant" or "LLC")at the time ofhis death on May 15,2017.

The members of the Restaurant agreed that upon Mr. Potter's death his eight shares of

membership interest("LLC Interest") would pass to Ruby Potter("Ruby")as memorialized
in the Restaurant's governing documents. E. 374-75.
Two documents control the LLC and its membership interests. The first document

is the Third Amended Operating Agreement of TR Steak Pasadena, LLC, dated August 7,

2012 (the "Operating Agreement"). E. 344. The Operating Agreement (and all prior

operating agreement) includes Article 6.1.3.1: Death of Class A Member. This provision
states that upon the death of a member the person or entity succeeding to the interest shall
only become a member of the LLC if the person or entity succeeding to the membership
1

interest "is a member of the Permitted Group as defined in the Members' Agreement." E.
279, 306, 334, and 382. The Operating Agreement does not define the term "Permitted

Group" even though the term is styled like the other defined terms of the Operating

Agreement.' E. 344-48.
In conjunction with the Operating Agreement, the members of the Restaurant have
executed the Third Amended Members' Agreement, dated August 7, 2012 ("Members'

Agreement"). E. 372. The purpose of the Members' Agreement, as outlined in the

"explanation" section of the document, is "to provide for the terms, conditions and
limitations upon the future distribution, retention and disposition of the Members'
Membership Interests of the Company." E. 373. Like the Operating Agreement, the

Members' Agreement does not define the term "Permitted Group." It is clear, and
uncontested by Appellant, that the Members' Agreement and the Operating Agreement

(collectively, the "Agreements") are designed and intended by the LLC to be used in

conjunction with each other. The Agreements, when taken together, control the disposition
of membership interests upon the death of a member of the LLC. E. 360 and 374.

Specifically, Section 3.1 of the Members' Agreement states as follows:
Purchase upon Death. Upon the death of a Member, all of the
Membership Interests of the Company owned by him shall be
transferred as shown below for each member with the voting
rights attached to their Membership Interests being assigned to
the Member Shown.

'Neither the Operating Agreement nor the Members' Agreement define "Class A Member"
which is included in the title of Article 6.1.3.1. The Agreements do not issue different
classes of membership interests either.
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MEMBER

SUCCESSOR

VOTING
RIGHTS

1. Anthony G. Toskov, Jr.

6. James R. Potter

Brittany L. West

Ruby Potter

Matthew B. Gunther

Anthony G. Toskov, Jr.
and Matthew B. Gunther

E. 374.

Mr. Potter obtained the LLC Interest when he was married to Ruby. E. 41. Their

marriage ended in divorce after thirty-two (32) years. E. 31. Ruby and Mr. Potter entered
into a Voluntary Separation and Property Settlement Agreement on January 12, 2016(the

"Separation Agreement") approximately one year prior to Mr. Potter's death. E. 31. Under
the Separation Agreement, Ruby and Mr. Potter divided their marital property as they
desired and waived their present possessory rights in that divided property. E. 41.

Ruby did not waive under the Separation Agreement her ability to be named as a

beneficiary or recipient of Mr. Potter's individual property upon his death, whether such a
gift were to come via named-beneficiary designation, bequest under a last will and
testament or under the Agreements. E. 31. Mr. Potter individually owned the LLC Interest
at his death. E.41. As owner and because ofthe Separation Agreement, Mr.Potter was free
to leave the LLC Interest to whomever he wanted,even Ruby. E.41. In fact, Mr.Potter left

the LLC Interest to Ruby, whether intentionally or unintentionally, by designating her the

recipient under the Members* Agreement. E. 375.^

^ In the lower Court, Denise argued that Ruby waived her right to the LLC Interest in the
3

Denise Potter ("Denise") was appointed personal representative of Mr. Potter's

Estate("Estate") on or around August 22,2017. E. 179. Denise, as personal representative,
inventoried the LLC Interest as part ofthe Estate. Id, Believing the LLC Interest passed to
her outside of the Estate, Ruby filed a petition for declaratory judgment with the Circuit

Court of Anne Arundel County ("Circuit Court") on November 7, 2017 against Denise
individually and as personal representative of the Estate. E. 9.
Denise filed a motion for summary Judgment on December 11,2017. In her motion,
Denise claimed that the LLC Interest belonged to the Estate because the Agreements did

not comply with Md. CODE ANN., EST. & TRUSTS (hereinafter "ET") § 4-102, the Wills
Act, and therefore could not validly pass property on Mr. Potter's death and because Ruby
waived her right to the LLC Interest under the Separation Agreement. E. 127-34.

Ruby opposed Denise's motion for summaryjudgment and also filed a cross-motion
for summary judgment. E. 180-248. Ruby argued that the Agreements properly passed a

property interest outside ofthe probate court and that such transfer was consistent with the

Separation Agreement.E. 127-35. Denise did not appeal the ruling against her on that issue.
As explained by Ruby in her motion for summary judgment and the hearing before the
Circuit Court, Ruby was still able to be named as a recipient of property upon Mr. Potter's
death because the Separation Agreement did not waive her right to be named as a recipient.

Compare PaineWebber, Inc. v. East, 363 Md. 408 (2001) (holding that a separation
agreement did nothing to waive the former spouse's ability to be named as the beneficiary
ofthe IRA account) with Andochick v. Byrd, 2015 WL 5821954(Md. App. No 2350, July
23, 2015) (unreported) (holding that even though former husband was the named
beneficiary on the decedent's retirement account and life insurance policy, he was
disqualified fi"om receiving the property because the couple's separation agreement
specifically waived his ability to be named as a beneficiary of his former spouse's assets).
The LLC Interest challenged here and the scope ofthe Separation Agreement entered into
between Ruby and Mr. Potter fit squarely in the PaineWebber holding.

provisions of the Separation Agreement. Id. Denise filed an opposition to Ruby's crossmotion for summary judgment. E. 249-56.

The Circuit Court issued an oral ruling in favor of Ruby, granting her motion for
summary judgment and denying the motion filed by Denise. E. 432-40. Additionally, the
Court issued a written order finding no dispute as to material facts and that Ruby was the
recipient of the LLC Interest under the Agreements. E. 456-57.
STANDARD OF REVIEW

Summary judgment should be granted where there is no genuine dispute of material
fact and the movant is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Md. Rule 2-501(a). The

party moving for summary judgment bears the burden of establishing the absence of a
genuine issue of material fact. Carter v. Aramark Sports and Entertainment Services, Inc.,

153 Md. App. 210, 224 (2003)(citing Adickes v. S.H. Kress & Co., 398 U.S. 144, 157
(1970)). When ruling on a motion for summary judgment, a court must view the facts,

including all inferences drawn therefrom, in the light most favorable to the non-moving

party. Jones v. Mid-Atlantic Funding Co., 362 Md. 661, 676 (2001). A material fact is a
fact, the resolution of which, will somehow affect the outcome ofthe case. Lippert v. Jung,

366 Md. 221, 227 (2001). Once the moving party has provided the court with sufficient
grounds for summary judgment,the nonmoving party must produce sufficient evidence to
the trial court that a genuine dispute of material fact exists. Jones, 362 Md. at 676.
When appealing a grant ofsummaryjudgment, appellate review ofthe Circuit Court
decision is limited to whether the trial court was legally correct. Lippert, 366 Md. at 227.

Thus,an appellate court reviews the trial court's legal conclusions de novo. Dynacorp, Ltd.
V. Aramtel, Ltd., 208 Md. App. 403, 451 (2012). An appellate court accords no deference
to a legal conclusion. Kortobi v. Kass,410 Md. 168, 175 (2009).
ARGUMENT

Appellant, Denise, argues that the Circuit Court erred in ruling for Ruby because
the Agreements cannot pass property upon the death of a decedent due to their failure to

comply with the testamentary formalities found at ET § 4-102.^
Appellee, Ruby, on the other hand, argues that the Circuit Court order should be
upheld because Maryland probate law permits a contract(here, a limited liability company

agreement) to pass property from one individual to another at death, outside of the
jurisdiction ofthe probate court and without adhering to the testamentary formalities found
in BT §4-102. Appellee's position and the Circuit Court's decision is proper because (1)

Maryland probate law allows property to pass from one individual to another outside the
control of probate law; (2) Maryland corporate law permits the members of a limited

liability company to form agreements in order to control the disposition of a member's
interest following a member's death; (3) and because the Maryland case law cited by
Appellant fails to support her argument.

^ Specifically, ET § 4-102 (Requirements of a Will) states that every will shall be (1) in
writing,(2)signed by the testator, or by some other person for him, in his presence and by
his express direction, and(3) attested and signed by two or more credible witnesses in the
presence of the testator.

I.

Maryland Probate Law Allows Property to Pass from One Individual to
Another Under a Contract and Outside the Control ofProbate Law.

ET § 1-301(a) states that the law of estates of decedents applies to the transfer of
property upon an individual's death. The section reads in part as follows:
(a) All property of a decedent shall be subject to the estates of
decedents law, and upon the person's death shall pass directly
to the personal representative, who shall hold the legal title for
administration and distribution, without any distinction,
preference, or priority as between real and personal property.

Importantly, the term "property" as used in ET §1-301 is defined specifically under
ET § l-lOl(r). That subsection states in its entirety as follows:
"Property" includes both real and personal property, and any
right or interest therein. "Property" refers to (1) all real and
personal property of a decedent and (2) any right or interest
therein which does not pass, at the time ofthe decedent's death,
to another person by the terms of the instrument under which
it is held, or by operation of law.

The definition ofthe term "property" as provided by ET § 1-101(r)is crucial in this

appeal because it contains a large exception as to when an asset of a decedent is brought
into the decedent's probate estate and thereby governed by a testamentary document and
the Estate and Trust Article. Under ET §l-101(r), the Estate and Trust Article only applies

to an asset "which does not pass, at the time of the decedent's death, to another person by
the terms of an instrument under which it is held." Thus, the probate code recognizes that

property, whether real or personal, can pass to another person by the terms of a governing
instrument rather than by a testamentary document executed in conformity with ET § 4102 and probated under ET § 5-102.

The term "property" was carefully crafted by the drafters of the Maryland probate

code as explained by the Henderson Commission."^ A comment to ET § l-101[(r)]^ reads
as follows:

The definition of "property" in subsection [(r)] is intended to
include, and be limited to, those assets which have traditionally
constituted what is sometimes called in Maryland the "probate
estate",

"property" is not intended to include such items as insurance
proceeds payable to a beneficiary other than the decedent's
estate, property held in an inter vivos trust, property subject to
a power of appointment exercisable by the decedent, annuities
and pensions not payable to the decedent's estate, death
benefits described Section 1 l-105(a), and the like.

The Second Report of the Governor's Commission to Study and Revise the Testamentary

Laws of Maryland, known as the Henderson Report, cmt. to § 1-101 (1968)(emphasis
added). The carve-out included in the definition of property under ET § l-lOl(r) applies to
the entire Estate and Trusts Article and recognizes that a large portion of property within

Maryland passes outside of probate upon the death of Maryland's citizens.
Here, Ruby claims, and the Circuit Court found, that the LLC Interest passed to

Ruby under the Agreements. This is permitted under the probate law because the property
interest passed from Mr. Potter "to another person by the terms of the instrument under

^ The Henderson Commission was formed by Governor Tawes in 1965 to submit a proposal
for the recodification and revision of Maryland laws concerning testamentary matters and
death taxes. The Second Report is a comprehensive restatement of the testamentary laws
of Maryland and includes comments by the commission on the changes.
^ The subsection reference letter for this definition has changed by subsequent legislation.
The Henderson Commission's second report references subsection (p); it has subsequently
changed to subsection (r).
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which it is held." ET §l-101(r). The LLC Interest, therefore, is not an Estate asset under

the law and is not governed by Mr.Potter's will (if he had written one),the intestacy statute,
or the laws imposed by the Estate and Trust Article. Accordingly, the requirement that the
Agreements be signed in conformity with ET § 4-102 to pass probate property is

inapplicable.^
A. Appellant confuses the mere existence ofcertain statutory provisions
as evidence that non-probate transfers may only occur if there is a
codified exception to ET§4-102.

Appellant conceeds that non-probate mechanisms may transfer wealth at death, but

argues that, in order for such non-probate transfers to be effective without complying with
ET § 4-102, such transfer mechanisms need to be blessed by a statutory exception to ET §

4-102. For example. Appellant points to ET §§ 16-106, 16-107 and 16-109 as evidence of

a specific statutory exception for pay-on-death ("POD") or transfer-on-death ("TOD")
accounts. ET § 16-109 specifically states that designations ofPOD and TOD accounts are

"effective by reason of the contract regarding the registration between the owner and the
registering entity and this title and is not testamentary." Similarly, Appellant points to Md.

^ Avoiding probate by utilizing one or more "will substitutes" has become increasingly
common over the past decades.See John H.Langbein, The Nonprobate Revolution and the
Future ofthe Law ofSuccession^ 97 Harv.L.Rev. 1108,1108(1984)("Probate,our courtoperated system for transferring wealth at death, is declining in importance. Institutions
that administer noncourt modes oftransfer are displacing the probate system."). The result
is that an individual may select either the probate or nonprobate system, or a combination
of both, and his or her intent will dictate which formalities, if any, are applicable. As
Langbein explained, "[cjonstructional questions that are functionally identical are now
handled under different rubrics, and outcomes differ depending on whether a transfer
occurred in a probate or a nonprobate mode." John H. Langbein, The Nonprobate
Revolution and the Future ofthe Law ofSuccession, 97 Harv.L.Rev. 1108, 1109(1984).

Code Ann.,Fin.Inst.(hereinafter "FI")§ 1-204 which states thatjoint bank accounts are
"not testamentary" and therefore, according to Appellant,such transfers are an "authorized"
exception to the testamentary formalities of ET § 4-102.

Appellant's argument ignores the definition of property under ET §1-101(r) which
states that property passing outside of probate is not "property" for the purpose of the
probate code.POD,TOD and joint accounts are excepted from the Estate and Trusts Article
under ET § l-lOl(r) because those accounts are controlled by "the terms of the instrument

under which" the property is held. The existence of the other statutory provisions relied

upon by Appellant, like ET § 16-109 and FI § 1-204, are only a confirmation of the
definition of property provided by ET § l-lOl(r).
The Uniform Law Commission's comment to the Uniform Probate Code

(hereinafter "UPC")§ 6-214 is instructive. The Commission writes that "[t]he purpose of

classifying the transactions contemplated by this part as nontestamentary is to bolster the
explicit statement that their validity as effective modes of transfers at death is not to be
determined by the requirements for wills." Unif.Probate Code § 6-214 cmt.(amended
2010). Even though Maryland has not adopted the UPC in its entirety, this comment
reflects the national consensus that transfers at death outside ofthe probate system are valid

without complying with the wills formalities and that a statutory exception is not necessary;
the statutory provisions relied on by Appellant are only there to "bolster" the fact that nonprobate transfers are valid.

Similarly, in its comment to UPC §6-101 (Nonprobate Transfers on Death), the
Uniform Law Commission specifies that "[t]his section does not invalidate other
10

arrangements by negative implication." Unif. Probate Code § 6-101 cmt. (amended
2010). Therefore, the Commission recognizes that the mere existence of statutory
provisions addressing certain nonprobate modes ofwealth transfer does not invalidate other
nonprobate transfer mechanisms which are not enumerated, like a transfer of interest in an

limited liability company operating agreement.
B. Even without the statutory definition ofproperty under ET§1-10l(r),

long-standing Maryland common law permits a non-probate transfer
ofproperty without an explicit statutory exception to ET§4-102.
Prior to the enactment of FI § 1-204 in 1992, which Appellant uses to advance her

argument that the LLC Interest can only pass to Ruby under an explicit statutory exception
to ET § 4-102, an individual was able to pass property upon his or her death to another

individual outside of probate and without conforming to the testamentary formalities ofET
§ 4-102. Under the common law, an individual could pass property at his or her death by

naming a joint owner or by creating a POD to TOD account. See Wagner v. State,445 Md.
404 (2015)(explaining the history of Whalen v. Milholland (Milholland I), 89 Md. 199
(1899)and Whalen v. Milholland{Milholland 11), 89 Md.212(1899). The Milholland cases
describe the situation where an individual could declare a trust (in the form of a bank

account contract) under the common law. Id. at 427. Upon the death of the grantor (also
known as the account holder), the property in the account would transfer in conformity
with the declaration of trust, which typically passed the account proceeds to a new

individual and not the decedent's probate estate. Id.', see also David Horton, Tomorrow's

Inheritance: The Frontiers ofEstate Planning Formalism, 58 B.C. L. REV. 539, 558-59

(2017) (explaining that the Milholland cases show that a trust can arise and transfer
11

property can take place in a fashion that is all but invisible to the outside world and very
far from the traditional formalities ofthe Wills Act).
Importantly for this appeal, the transfers of property under the bank accounts

litigated in Milholland took place under Maryland common law and without an exception
to ET § 4-102 being codified anywhere, whether in FI § 1-204 or ET § l-lOl(r). The bank
account instruments were never admitted to probate either.Id. at 424-25. The bank account

instruments transferred property automatically upon the death of the initial account holder
because the trust (i.e. the contract entered into between the individual and the bank)

controlled the ultimate disposition of the account proceeds.^ See Wagner,445 Md. at 427.
Similarly, here, the disposition ofthe LLC Interest is controlled by the Agreements,

a governing instrument creating the property right. See ET § l-lOl(r). The Agreements did

not need to be signed in conformity with testamentary formalities in order to pass property^
to Ruby. Nor do the Agreements need to be submitted to probate in order to transfer the

property upon Mr. Potter's death. The common law allowed the transfer of property to

occur upon an individual's death outside the jurisdiction of the Estate and Trusts Article

^ In fact, the largest exception to ET §4-102 and the non-probate transfer of wealth is trusts.
Initially, trusts were the product of the common law. Uniform acts, however, like the
Uniform Trust Code have become increasingly dominate and have largely replaced the

common law throughout the United States. Now,trusts are, to a great extent, controlled by
statutory provisions.

^ In the event this case is remanded. Ruby may have an argument that the Agreements were

properly signed in conformity with the testamentary formalities. Several people signed the
document the same day as Mr. Potter and the document contains various witnesses. Such
information could be admissible into evidence showing that the document was signed in
conformity with ET § 4-102 as interpreted by the Court of Appeals in Slack v. Truitt, 368
Md.2,(2002)(holding that the attestation ofa will by a witness does not have to be formal
process, but a simple recognition by the witness that the testator signed the document).
12

and the testamentary formalities. Appellant only cites to statutory provisions where the
General Assembly has affirmed this avenue of wealth transfer with respect to certain
instruments for clarification.

II.

Maryland Statutory Law Expressly Permits Members of a Limited
Liability Company to Include Provisions in an Operating Agreement
That Control the Disposition of a Member's Interest at Upon That
Member's Death.

Md. Code Ann., Corp.& Ass'ns (hereinafter "CA")§ 4A-606 governs the rights

of a member of a limited liability company upon that member's death. That section states
the default rule that "[ujnless otherwise agreed, a person ceases to be a member ofa limited

liability company ... upon [that] individual's death." CA § 4A-606(5)(i)(emphasis added).
This default provision, however, governs the limited liability company only ifthe members

ofthe company do not otherwise articulate in the governing document what should happen
upon a member's death. Indeed, the stated purpose ofthe limited liability company title "is

to give the maximum effect to the principals of freedom of contract and to the
enforceability of operating agreement." CA § 4A-102(a).
In this case, the members of the Restaurant came to an agreement, as embodied in

the Agreements, that in the event of a member's death, his or her interest would pass to the
individuals named in Section 3.1.^ The Agreements were intended by all of the members
of the Restaurant to set out how the business was to operate, who would succeed to the

business interests upon the deaths of the members and who would receive voting rights

^ Appellant does not claim that the Members' Agreement is invalid, that it is not to be used
in conjunction with the Operating Agreement, or that the Agreements were not signed by
all ofthe members of the Restaurant.
13

associated with the transferred interests. E. 374. The Agreements override, and the limited
liability corporation statute allows the members to override, the default provisions
contained at CA§ 4A-606(5)(i).

Appellant's argument, therefore, violates the express policy of the limited liability

company act. In fact, she proposes a revolutionary rule that would invalidate otherwise
valid contracts for including a provision controlling the disposition of a membership

interest following the death ofa member. Appellant's argument runs contrary to Maryland's

policy offreedom to contract as well as the legal presumption "that the parties to a contract

bind not only themselves but their personal representatives." U.S. ex rel. Wilhelm v. Chain,
300 U.S. 31, 35(1937)(citing 1 Chitty, Contracts(11th Am.Ed.) 138;2 Parsons, Contracts
(6th Ed.) 530,531).

The United States District Court, applying Maryland law, addressed the
continuation of contracts after the death of an individual in Lanham v. Amoco Oil

Company,481 F. Supp. 405 (1979). In that case, the decedent had entered into a franchise
agreement and lease with Amoco Oil Company during his lifetime. Lanham,481 F. Supp.
at 406. The terms ofthe franchise agreement specified that the agreement terminated upon
the decedent's death. Id. The decedent's personal representative, however, sought

declaratory judgment and injunctive relief claiming that the decedent's interest in the
franchise agreement did not terminate but instead passed to her under the decedent's will.
Id. The Court in Lanham held in favor of Amoco Oil Company because "[b]y their own

terms ... both the [franchise agreement and lease] clearly provide for termination at the
death ofthe franchisee." Id. Most interestingly, the court relied on the definition ofproperty
14

as provided in ET § l-lOl(r) to hold that the franchise agreement and lease terminated at

death. The court reasoned that the explicit provisions of the franchise agreement and lease
disposed of the decedent's property interest at his death because his interest passed "to
another person by the terms ofthe instrument" under which the property right was held and

therefore, there was no "property" for the purpose of his estate. See id.; ET § l-lOl(r).
Moreover, it is a general principal of Maryland law that contracts entered into by an
individual continue to be enforceable upon the individual's death unless the contract is for

personal services or the express provisions of the contract terminate it upon the death of a
party. Burka v. Patrick., 34 Md. App. 181, 185 (1976). In that case, Sam Burka and Edith
Burka assumed purchase rights under a real estate purchase agreement.Id. at 182. The day
before settlement was to occur, Sam Burka died. Id. Settlement on the property was

rescheduled and Edith Burka failed to appear at the second settlement. Id. at 183. Kenneth

Patrick, the seller, filed suit for non-performance of the contract. Id. Edith Burka argued
that because of Sam's death,the contract terminated. Id. This court, nevertheless, ruled that
the contract was still enforceable. Id. at 185.

In light of Lanham, Burka, and the policy of the limited liability company statute,
the terms of the Agreements are still enforceable after Mr. Potter's death. As provided in
the express language ofthe Agreements, the distribution ofthe LLC Interest is specifically
controlled, and the Restaurant members probably had good reason to control the disposition

as they did. The stated purpose of the Member's Agreement is "to provide for the terms,
conditions and limitations upon the future distribution, retention and disposition of the
Member's Membership Interests of the Company." E. 373. As a result, the explicit terms
15

of the contract, executed by all the members of the Restaurant, dictate the disposition of
Mr. Potter's LLC Interest to Ruby.

III.

Case Law Fails to Support Appellant's Arguments That the
Agreements Must Be Executed in Conformity with ET § 4-102 in
Order to Transfer Property Upon the Death of an Individual.
Appellant cites several cases in order to support her argument. Upon a closer reading

ofthese cases, none support Appellant's position. Appellant cites Carey v. Dennis, 13 Md.
1 (1859), the oldest case used by Appellant. The Carey court decided whether certain
documents were a "bills obligatory" or whether the documents constituted a will intended
to be submitted to probate. Carey, 13 Md. at 10. If the documents were bills obligatory,
they did not need to be signed in conformity with testamentary formalities and the payees

would enjoy the fruits of valid contracts enforced against the decedent's estate. Id. The

Court of Appeals held that the documents could not be bills obligatory because the
decedent, when he wrote the document, did not create for himself an interest in a present

debt. Id. at 11. The Court of Appeals held that the documents were only attempts to make

gifts after the decedent's death because after the decedent signed the documents, he gave
them to his brother and retained the power to revoke them at any time.Id. at 16. As a result,
the Court held that the decedent created no indebtedness and did not form a valid,

enforceable contract. Id. Because the documents did not adhere to the testamentary

formalities, the Court of Appeals also held that the documents could not be submitted to
probate to effectuate the gift. Id. at 17.
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Appellant cited Carey for the proposition that the Court of Appeals "has long held
that an instrument in any form, whether a deed or a bond, where the obvious purpose is
that it shall not take effect till after the death of the party making it, is a will ..." Brief at

5. The facts of Carey,however, are easily distinguished from the facts ofthis appeal. Carey
focused on whether a document was a valid contract, and therefore enforceable after the

individual's death, or whether a document was intended to be a will and therefore needed

to be signed in conformity with the Will Act. The Court of Appeals held that the documents
were neither. Here, the Agreements are enforceable contracts and Appellant has conceded
as much. Mr. Potter contributed services to the Restaurant in return for an ownership

interest. The Restaurant continues to operate and is still in existence under Maryland law.

Therefore, the Agreements entered into by Mr. Potter during his lifetime are still
enforceable after his death. Furthermore, unlike Carey, Ruby is not trying to submit the

Agreements into probate in order to effectuate a testamentary transfer from the Estate.

Appellant also cites Cover v. Stem,67 Md.449(1887), which is similar to Carey in
that the Court of Appeals decided whether a document was a bill obligatory or a will.
Cover, 61 Md. at 232. In Cover, the Court of Appeals relied on its decision in Carey v.
Dennis to determine that the words contained in the subject document represented an

attempt to posthumously dispose of the individual's property. Id. at 232. As a result, the
document was not a bill obligatory and needed to have been signed in conformity with
testamentary formalities in order for the document to be submitted to probate. Id. Because
the document did not comply with the testamentary formalities, the transfer of property
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intended by the testator could not be effectuated. Id. The present case is distinguishable
from Cover v. Stem on the same basis that it can be distinguished from Carey v. Dennis.
Appellant discusses American University v. Callings, 190 Md.688 (1948), at some

length to support her argument. American University is also similar to Carey v. Dennis and
Cover V. Stem. The decedent in American University died intestate with valuable real
property and considerable personal property. American University, 190 Md. at 690. When

she was living,the decedent signed a pledge to American University for six million dollars.

The question before the Court of Appeals was whether the pledge was an enforceable
contract (or bill obligatory) between the decedent and American University or if it was

intended to be a testamentary disposition of assets, and therefore needing to conform with
the testamentary formalities. Id. at 692. The Court of Appeals held that the document was

a testamentary disposition and that the gift was invalid because the document was not

signed properly. The Court came to this conclusion because the pledge lacked valid
consideration and therefore was not an enforceable contract. Id. at 693 (writing that "the

pledge which it is endeavored to enforce in this case is not, on its face, an acknowledgement

of any existing indebtedness"; although, the dissent strongly believed there was valid
consideration). Additionally, the Court relied on the decedent's language in the pledge
which directed "my executor" to pay the pledge from "my estate." Id. at 692-93. Intent is
a critical element when determining whether an instrument is testamentary or contractual

and, by extension, which body of law applies to it.'^ The Court of Appeals reasoned that

For an instrument to be a will, "the decedent must intend the document to be a will or
to become operative at the decedent's death." Restatement(Third)of Property Will
18

because the pledge was intended to be a testamentary document the testamentary
formalities applied to it. Id. Like Carey v. Dennis and Cover v. Strom discussed above,

American University is distinguishable from this appeal because the Agreements are

enforceable contracts against the Estate, the Agreements were formed on account of valid
consideration, and the other members of the Restaurant entered into the Agreements and

continue to enforce the Agreements. Furthermore, American University is distinguishable
from this appeal because Ruby is not seeking to submit the Agreements into probate to
effectuate a transfer of property from the probate estate.

Appellant also cites Ellison v. Clayton, 164 Md. 35 (1933), for the proposition that
"if a document's function is to pass property upon the death of the property's owner, such
document is considered a testamentary instrument that must comply with the" Wills Act.

Brief at 5. Appellant's use of Ellison is improper. The decedent in Ellison had four bank
accounts at Delaware Trust Company. Ellison, 164 Md. at 35. He wrote a letter to the trust

company asking for the title of all four accounts to be modified, adding his daughter as a

joint owner with rights of survivorship. Id. Even though the written decision is unclear, it
appears that the letter did not effectuate the changes the decedent wanted on the bank
accounts, and as a result, the letter was submitted for probate as a codicil to decedent's will.

Id. A jury was tasked with deciding if the letter was testamentary in nature. Ultimately, the
jury found that the document was testamentary. An appeal was taken on grounds that the
trial court erred when it entered the letter into evidence.

AND Other Donative Transfers § 3.1 cmt. g(1998).
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Ellison is distinguishable from this appeal because Ruby has not submitted, nor is
she trying to submit, the Agreements to the Orphans' Court in order for those documents
to be probated. Mr. Potter died without a will and his individual property, which properly

belongs to his probate estate as defined under ET l-lOl(r), will be distributed under the
intestacy statute. The LLC Interest is not an asset of the Estate because the Agreements
controlled the non-probate transfer of the LLC Interest.

Lastly, Appellant cites Carney v. Kosko, 229 Md. 112 (1962) in support of her

appeal. Carney decided whether a handwritten note, that had been witnessed by two
individuals, could be submitted to probate as a codicil to a will. Carney, 229 Md. at 116-

17. The litigants' disagreement was that a handwritten note was insufficiently formal to
modify the decedent's will and because the note was submitted for probate substantially
after the original will. M at 117. The Court of Appeals held that the handwritten note was
a proper codicil. Id. at 117.

Appellant seems to selectively quote from Carney, Brief at 6-7, because the Court

of Appeals stated in that case that "a will or a codicil need not be in any particular form, so
long as it (a) makes a disposition of the testator's property, and (b) such disposition is to
take effect only upon death." Id. at 117 (citations omitted). Appellant left out the Carney
Court's discussion of the critical requirement that the instrument be executed animo

testandi. Carney,229 Md.atl 16-17(citing Miller, Construction of Wills §1 ("The essential
element of a will is that it be written animo testandi.. .). The Carney Court was focused
on the form of the will (or the subsequent codicil) and whether it was an informal
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handwritten note, properly witnessed, or whether it needed to be a formal document drawn

by up by a lawyer. In any event, the principle of Carney is not applicable to this case.
In viewing these cases as a whole, Maryland law is clear that when a document is
submitted for probate, the document needs to be executed in conformity with the

testamentary formalities under ET § 4-102. Ruby does not challenge this proposition of

law; Ruby has not sought to submit the Agreements to probate in order to effectuate the
transfer ofthe LLC Interest from the Estate to herself. Rather, Ruby argues, and the Circuit

Court ruled,that the LLC Interest transferred to Ruby under an enforceable contract outside

the purview of Maryland's probate laws. Such a transfer is permitted under the probate

code because property can be controlled by the governing instrument under which that
property is held, ET § I-lOl(r), and because the members of the Restaurant contracted for

this to occur upon their deaths.''
CONCLUSION

This Court should affirm the Circuit Court's ruling and May 30,2018 Order granting
Ruby's Cross Motion for Summary Judgment.

""A transferor may choose to pass his property on death in either the probate or the
nonprobate system or both. The transferor who takes no steps to form or disclose his intent
will be remitted to probate, the state system. The transferor who elects to use any of the
devices ofthe nonprobate system will be protected in his decision, provided that the mode
of nonprobate transfer is sufficiently formal to meet the burden of proof on the question of
intent to transfer." John H. Langbein, The Nonprobate Revolution and the Future ofthe
Law ofSuccession, 97 Harv.L. Rev. 1108, 1132(1984).
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VERBATIM TEXT OF STATUTES & RULES

Md. Rule 2-501 Motion for Summary Judgment
Md. Rule 2-501(a) Motion
Any party may file a written motion for summary judgment on all or part of an action on
the ground that there is no genuine dispute as to any material fact and that the party is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law. The motion shall be supported by affidavit if it is
(1) filed before the day on which the adverse party's initial pleading or motion is filed or
(2) based on facts not contained in the record. A motion for summary judgment may not
be filed:(A)after any evidence is received at trial on the merits, or(B) unless permission
ofthe court is granted, after the deadline for dispositive motions specified in the scheduling
order entered pursuant to Rule 2-504(b)(l)(E).
Md.Code Ann.Est.& Trusts § 1-101 Definitions
§ 1-101(r)Property

"Property" includes both real and personal property, and any right or interest therein.
"Property" refers to (1) all real and personal property of a decedent and (2) any right or
interest therein which does not pass, at the time of the decedent's death, to another person
by the terms of the instrument under which it is held, or by operation of law.
Md.Code Ann.Est.& Trusts § 1-301 Property of Decedent Subject to Estate Law
§ 1-301(a)In General

All property of a decedent shall be subject to the estates of decedents law, and upon the
person's death shall pass directly to the personal representative, who shall hold the legal
title for administration and distribution, without any distinction, preference, or priority as
between real and personal property.
Md.Code Ann.Est.& Trusts § 4-102
§ 4-102 Will Requirements

Except as provided in §§ 4-103 and 4-104 ofthis subtitle, every will shall be(1)in writing,
(2) signed by the testator, or by some other person for him, in his presence and by his
express direction, and (3) attested and signed by two or more credible witnesses in the
presence of the testator.
Md.Code Ann.Est.& Trusts § 16-109 Nontestamentary Transfer of Securities on
Death

§ 16-109(a)In General
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A transfer-on-death resulting from a registration in beneficiary form is effective by reason
of the contract regarding the registration between the owner and the registering entity and
this title and is not testamentary.
Md.Code Ann.Fin. Inst. § 1-204 Transfer of Account on Death and Multiple-Party
Account

§ 1-204(a)In General

A provision in an account agreement for a transfer on death in compliance with this section
is nontestamentary and shall be effective according to the provisions of this section.
Transfers pursuant to this section are effective in the form and manner prescribed by this
section and are not to be considered testamentary.

Md.Code Ann. Corp.& Ass'ns. § 4A-102 Policy of Title
§4A-102(a)

Unless otherwise provided in this title, the policy ofthis title is to give the maximum effect
to the principles offreedom of contract and to the enforceability of operating agreements.
Md.Code Ann.Corp.& Ass'ns. § 4A-606 Conditions of Cessation

Unless otherwise agreed, a person ceases to be a member of a limited liability company
upon the occurrence of any of the following events:

1) The person withdraws from the limited liability company as authorized by § 4A605 of this subtitle;

2) The person is removed as a member in accordance with the operating agreement;
3) The person:
i. Makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors;

ii. Institutes a voluntary proceeding with respect to the person under the federal
bankruptcy code;

iii. Is adjudged bankrupt or insolvent or has entered against the person an order
for relief in any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding;
iv. Files a petition or answer seeking for that person any reorganization,
arrangement, composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution, or similar
relief under any statute, law, or regulation;
V. Seeks, consents to, or acquiesces in the appointment ofa trustee for, receiver
for, or liquidation of the member or of all or any substantial part of the
person's properties; or

vi. Files an answer or other pleading admitting or failing to contest the material
allegations of a petition filed against the person in any proceeding described
in this item;
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4) The continuation of any proceeding against the person seeking reorganization,
arrangement, composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution, or similar relief
under any statute, law, or regulation, for 120 days after the commencement thereof,
or the appointment of a trustee, receiver, or liquidator for the members or all or any
substantial part of the person's properties without the person's agreement or
acquiescence, which appointment is not vacated or stayed for 120 days or, if the
appointment is stayed, for 120 days after the expiration of the stay during which
period the appointment is not vacated;
5) In the case of a member who is an individual, the individual's:
i. Death; or

ii. Adjudication by a court of competent jurisdiction as incompetent to manage
the individual's person or property;
6) In the case of a member who is acting as a member by virtue of being a trustee of a
trust, the termination of the trust;

7) In the case of a member that is a partnership or another limited liability company,
the dissolution and commencement of winding up of the partnership or limited
liability company;
8) In the case of a member that is a corporation, the dissolution of the corporation or
the revocation of its charter;

9) In the case of a member that is an estate, the distribution by the fiduciary of the
estate's entire economic interest in the limited liability company; or
10)On assignment ofall ofa person's economic interest in the limited liability company
as provided in § 4A-603(d) of this subtitle.
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